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PACK CONCEPT
minimal weight, minimal space
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People are constantly in motion, going from
outside to inside and from inside to outside.
When going out, the weather can change quickly
and dramatically, exposing you alone to the
elements. To be protected in every situation,
weight and space are often an issue.
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WEATHER VERSATILITY IN SAN FRANCISCO
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discover the light pack concept /// be inspired /// www.bc-fashion.eu
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The B&C LIGHT

PACK CONCEPT

minimal weight
minimal space
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B&C COOLSTAR DUO

B&C DYNAMIC

B&C X-LITE SOFTSHELL DUO

minimum vital space,
maximum warmth

minimal weight,
minimal space

superior fabric
and advanced technology

B&C reinforces its engineered fleeces line with 2 ergonomic full-zip
micro fleeces: the B&C Coolstar /men & B&C Coolstar /women.

To deal comfortably with weather versatility, you need a light,
compact and packable solution. You need the B&C Dynamic.
Super lightweight, wind-resitant, water-repellent, packable, made
of noiseless fabric, media-player compatible and breathable, this
windbreaker jacket fits easily into any pack.

Engineered for superior protection against wind and rain (critical
taped seams), the B&C X-lite Softshell Jacket allows you to
comfortably face the weather. Its ergonomic cut, helped by 4-way
stretch structure, actively supports freedom of movement while
the X-lite fabric lightweight and breathability.

You can have it when you need it and can pack it in its own
pocket when you don’t.

The B&C X-lite is light, packs small, and keeps you dry. Ideal for
urban active life where weight and space are crucial.

Created to be a “light pack concept” style, they feature all the
advantages: high insulation, light, compact and packable.
This new Duo is made of Ultra light high performance microfabric to feel warm everywhere and in style. The ergonomic body
and sleeves shapes allow real freedom of movement. In terms of
look, this full-zip fleece duo permits versatile coordination.
You have plenty of styles options weather you go for the layered
look, or wear them as a simple outer jacket.
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B&C SMART PACK CONCEPT
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OUTER LAYER
SOFTSHELL WOVEN FABRIC
(94% PES - 6% ELASTANE)
MID LAYER
BOUNDED WINDPROOF &
BREATHABLE MEMBRANE
HIGH LEVEL
WATERREPELLENCY

INNER LAYER
100% PES MESH LINING
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BODY MOISTURE
VAPOUR

The B&C SMART PACK CONCEPT is a technology that combines properties allowing the
product to have maximum insulation while still being ergonomic for a minimum weight.
The compact design contributes to a packable solution that takes a minimum space.

B&C COOLSTAR /M. FM 717
B&C COOLSTAR /W. FW 752

B&C DYNAMIC JU 802

B&C X-LITE SOFTSHELL /M. JM 951
B&C X-LITE SOFTSHELL /W. JW 938
windproof

Light pack ergonomic
full-zip micro fleece
100% anti-pilling polyester
micro fleece (144 filaments)
170 g/m²
XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL
5 pcs/pack & 15 pcs/carton

Urban ‘Light Pack’
Windbreaker active jacket
& Super packable

High performance 3-layer
laminate Softshell
Light Pack jacket

100% Lightweight polyester

OUTER LAYER:
94% Polyester - 6% elastane
Softshell woven (300 g/m²)

water-repellent

MID LAYER:
Bounded breathable membrane with micro holes

4-way stretch

INNER LAYER:
100% Polyester Mesh

critical seams taped

XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL
5 pcs/pack & 30 pcs/carton

windproof
BLACK

water-repellent

NAVY

breathable
DEEP RED

XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL
1 pc/pack & 10 pcs/carton

STEEL GREY

B&C 144 MICRO FLEECE FABRIC
Stay warm with the real 144 filaments
B&C micro fleece that provides the
warmth and comfort needed for
changing weather condition.
144 FILAMENTS FABRIC FOR
EXTRA WARMTH

WHITE

BLACK

NAVY

DEEP RED

ROYAL BLUE

DRAK GREY

WHITE

BLACK

DEEP RED

GREEN MOSS

NAVY

waterproof: 5000 mm
breathable: 5000 MVP
thermo-isolated

